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Abstract 
We deal with the geometry of a Galois space PG(N, q) of countable dimension. We study subsets of 
PG(N, 4) with respect to h-dimensional characters. In this context, we characterize the quadrics and 
the hermitian varieties in PG(N, q). 
1. Preliminary topics 
In Galois spaces PG(r, q) there arise interesting asymptotic problems. They are of the 
following two types: either the dimension r of the space (for ajixed q) or the order q of 
the Galois field (for afixed r) tends to injinity. In the first case we define the notion of 
a Galois space of countable dimension and we will treat this more deeply in the 
following. In the second case we define the notion of a nonstandard GaloisJield and of 
the projective space over this field. 
We will now briefly explain the latter case, before studying the former more deeply. 
Let P be an injinite set. We recall that a family F( #8) of subsets of P is called 
a filter if the following conditions are satisfied: 
ow, (1.1) 
X, Ye8 a Xn YEF, (1.2) 
XEB, Yc_ P, XE Y 3 YE9. (1.3) 
The family of filters in P is ordered with respect to inclusion and everyfilter belongs 
to a maximal jilter (ultrajilter). The Cauchy jilter is the filter consisting of the 
complements of the finite subsets in P. 
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Let P be the set of prime numbers and let ?2 be an ultrafilter containing the Cauchy 
filter of P. Let us consider the ring 
A= n Z,. 
PEP 
(1.4) 
For an element aEA we write 
a= {a,: a,EZ,}. 
For any aeA we define 
v(a)={pEP: a,=O,}. 
Let JJ be the following subset of A: 
(1.5) 
aE9 0 v(a)E@. (1.6) 
It is obvious that 9 is an ideal of A, which is maximal, since % is an ultrafilter. The 
quotient A/9 is a field r = r(P, 42) which we call the nonstandard Galois jield. 
In a similar way, we can consider instead of P the set Q of all powers of prime 
numbers. Thus, we construct the field r(Q, @). 
The field r(P, ?2) has characteristic zero, but it enjoys several properties valid for 
Galois fields. It can be considered as the ‘limit’ of Z,, for P-W, since % contains the 
Cauchy filter. 
The field r( P, @) contains nonsquares and is therefore not algebraically closed, the 
product of two nonsquares is a square, every quadratic form in rb3 variables has 
solutions in r. In an even-dimensional space over the field r the quadrics are all 
projectively equivalent. In an odd-dimensional space there are only two classes of 
projectively equivalent quadrics. Every irreducible algebraic curve contains points 
with coordinates in r. Therefore, the geometry of a projective space over r can be 
considered as the ‘limit’ geometry of Galois geometries PG(r, p), for p+oo, r fixed. 
In this context there are still open and interesting problems (see [93). 
Now we introduce the countable Galois space PG(N, q). The points of PG(N, q) are 
the nonzero ‘definitively’ zero sequences of elements of GF(q) (i.e. sequences that are 
zero from some index onwards) defined up to a nonzero factor. A subspace of 
PG(N, q) consists of all linear combinations of finite subsets of a set of independent 
points. A subspace may have either a finite dimension d (and then it is a Galois space 
PG(d, q)) or a countable dimension. 
A subspace S has codimension d if any (d+ 1)-dimensional subspace meets S, but 
there is a d-dimensional subspace skew to S. A hyperplane is a subspace of codimen- 
sion 0. A hyperplane consists of all points whose coordinates satisfy the linear 
equation 
and conversely. It is clear that d independent hyperplanes meet in a subspace of 
codimension d - 1. 
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2. The theory of subsets in PG(W, q) 
Let K be a subset in PG(N, q). We define the characters ofK, with respect to lines, as 
the numbers t, (finite or not) of lines meeting K in precisely s points (s=O, 1,2, 
. . . , q + 1). 
Let Odmi <mz< ... <m,dq+l. We say that K is of class [m,, m2, . . . . mrll with 
respect to lines if every line meets K in m,, m2, . . . , ml points (i.e. if t,=O, 
Qm#ml,m2,..., ml). We say that K is of type (ml, m2, . . . , mJI if it is of class 
Cm t, m2, . . . , ml] 1 and t,, # 0, Vi = 1,2, . . . , 1. We say that K is an l-character set if K has 
exactly 1 characters different from zero. As in the classical case, we carry on the study 
of the subsets of PG(N, q) systematically by increasing the number of nonzero 
characters. 
Based on the known results for the finite-dimensional case (see [6,7]), it is easy to 
prove the following results (we shall omit the proof): 
(1) K is a l-character set o K=@ or K=PG(N, q). 
(2) K is of class [0, 1, q+ l]i o K is a subspace of PG(N, q). 
(3) K is of type (0, 1)r o K is a point. 
(4) K is of type (1, q+ l)i o K is a hyperplane. 
(5) Sets of type (0, q+ 1)i do not exist. 
A subset B of a linear space (P, 9) is a blocking set if every line meets B and P -B at 
some point. In PG(r, q) the following theorem holds [2]. 
Theorem 2.1. For any q( = ph, p a prime), an integer b(q) exists such that for any r > b(q) 
in PG(r, q), blocking sets do not exist, while for any r < b(q) they do exist. 
By Theorem 2.1 we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. In PG(N, q), blocking sets do not exist. Every subset K has either 
infinitely many external lines or injinitely many belonging lines, i.e. either K or its 
complement contains infinitely many lines. 
By Theorem 2.2 and by theorems on subsets of PG(r, q) (see [6,7]), we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.3. Every 2-character set in PG(N, q) is a point or a hyperplane or is the 
complement of them. 
We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let K be an injnite set, dz$erent from not a subspace in PG(N, q). Then 
there is an integer se{2,3, . . . , q) such that K has injinitely many s-secant lines. 
Proof. Assume that the number of s-secant lines, s =2,3,. . . , q, is finite. Then they 
span a subspace Sd= PG(d, q) of finite dimension d 3 1. As K is infinite and K nSd is 
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finite, there is a point PEK - Sd. Let 1 be an s-secant line of K, with se{2,3, . . . , q}; then 
1 E Sd. Let A, BE K n 1. Since every line outside Sd is either external or tangent or 
belongs to K, the lines PA and PB belong to K. Let CI be the plane spanned by 1 and P. 
It is 1= c1 n &. Every TM - I- {P} is such that any line r through Tin u, with Per, has 
two distinct points in K (the points r n AP and r n BP). Since r $ &, we have r E K and 
therefore TEK. It follows that a E K, whence 1 E K, a contradiction. q 
By Theorem 2.4 we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.5. Every infinite subset K in PG(N, 2), dfl 1 erent from a subspace and from 
a complement of a subspace, such that PG(N, 2)-K is an injinite set, has injinitely many 
tangent lines and in$nitely many 2-secant lines. 
We now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Let K be an injinite set in PG(N, q), with K #PG(N, q). Then K has at 
least three infinite characters except in the following cases: 
(a) K is a hyperplane (tl=tq+l=a, t,=O Vs#l,q+l). 
(b) K is the complement of a hyperplane (to = t, = 00, t, = 0 t/s # 0, q). 
(c) K=PG(N,q)-H, where HsPG(d,q), (tq=tq+l=a, t,<cxz Vs#q,q+l). 
Proof. We may assume that K is not a subspace (otherwise, either K is a hyperplane 
[andthisiscase(a)]ort,=t,=t,+,= co). Then there is an integer nE {2,3, . . . , q} such 
that t, = CC (see Theorem 2.4). If to = t,+ 1 = co, the theorem is true. Thus, we have to 
consider only the following two remaining cases (see Theorem 2.2): 
(1) tO=a3, t,=q t,<cc Vs#O,n, 
(2) t,+1= co, t,=co, t,<ccz Vs#n,q+l. 
In case (l), the subspace S spanned by all s-secant lines of K with s #O, n, is 
a subspace of finite dimension d. Every line not in S is either an n-secant or an exterior 
line of K. Since 1 K I= co, there is a point PEK -S. Let S’ be a complementary 
subspace of S through P. The set K’ = S’n K is of type (0, n)I in S’. Then it follows that 
either n = 1 or n = q (see Theorem 2.3), sine n > 2, we have n = q. In S = PG(d, q) there is 
an s-secant line 1 of K, with s #O, q [otherwise, K is of type (0, q) in PG(N, q) and thus 
is the complement of a hyperplane, i.e. case (b)]. Let n be the plane spanned by 
P(EK - S,) and 1, and XEK n 1. Every line (# 1) through X in rc is a q-secant of K. It 
follows that there is a line l’( # 1) in n: such that n - 1’ s K, whence 1 is a q-secant of K, 
a contradiction, since sfq. 
Let us now consider case (2). If there is no s-secant line of K with s #n, q + 1, K is of 
type (n, q + 1)1 and then (see Theorem 2.3) we have either n = 1 or n =q; but n >2, 
whence n = q and K is the complement of a point P, and case (c) holds with H = (P}. If 
some r-secant line of K exists with r #n, q+ 1, let S,=PG(d, q) be the space spanned 
by the s-secant lines, with s#n, q+ 1. Then we have d > 1 and, moreover, 
II=&-K#@. Let XEH. If there is a point YEPG(N,q)-Sd-K, the line XYis an 
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n-secant of K with n < q - 1. But n = q, since every complementary subspace S’ of Sd 
through Y meets K in a set of type (n, q + l)l. Therefore, K zPG(N, q)- &, i.e. 
K = PG(N, q)-H. So the theorem is proved. 0 
Concerning the 3-character sets of PG(N, q) we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. In PG(N, q) a set of type (0, n, q + 1)1 is either a subspace, difSerent from 
a hyperplane, or the complement of a subspace. 
This theorem follows from the following result. 
Theorem 2.8. In PG(r, q), r 2 3 (q =pk, p a prime), there is no (0, n, q + l),-type sets with 
2<n<q-1. 
Proof. Let K be a (0, n, q + l),-type set in PG(r, q). Let s and t be two lines such that 
sn K =8 and t E K. They are skew and therefore they span a PG(3, q). Define 
H = K n PG(3, q). Let z be a plane in PG(3, q) through s. The set 7t n H is of type (0, n)l 
in x (since 7~ n H 2 TC n t # 8). Therefore, 
InnHI=(n-l)(q+l)+l, (2.1) 
n=p’, O<l<h. (2.2) 
Ranging the points of H over the planes of PG(3, q) through s, we have 
IHl=(q+1)C(n-l)(q+1)+11. (2.3) 
Let PEH and denote by a the number of lines of PG(3, q) through P belonging to H. 
Then we get 
JHJ=(q’+q+l-a)(n-l)+aq+l. (2.4) 
Comparing the two previous equation we get 
qn=a(q+l-n), 
i.e. 
P h+‘=a(ph+ 1 -p’). (2.5) 
The previous condition holds only if either I = 0, i.e. n = 1 or I= h, i.e. n = q. In all other 
case it fails since ( ph + 1 - p') is coprime to p. 0 
By Theorem 2.7 we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.9. In PG(N, q) a set with exactly three injinite characters, such that 
to=t,+1= co, is either a subspace, diflerent from a hyperplane, or its complement. 
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Since a 3-character set of PG(N, q) has the property that either the set or its 
complement contains lines, in view of Theorem 2.7, it remains to consider only the 
case of sets of type (m, n, q+ 1)1 with m> 1. We provide examples of such sets. 
Example 2.10. Let q be a square (q=pzh, p a prime) and let -:xEGF(q)+ 
X=xJq~GF(q) be the Frobenius automorphism. Let A =(ai,J be a hermitian matrix 
(i.e. ai,j=Zj,i). In PG(N, q) the hermitian variety H with the equation 
‘$ Ui, jXiXj=O 
is a set of type (l,n=&+l, q+l)l. 
(2.6) 
Example 2.11. Let q=2h with q >4. Consider in PG(N, q) the quadric Q with the 
equation 
I$ Ui, jXiXj=O (2.7) 
. 
and assume that it is not the union of two hyperplanes. A point NEPG(N, q)-Q is 
called nucleus of Q if every line through it is a tangent of Q. Let XEPG(N, q)-Q be 
a point that is not a nucleus of Q (see Theorems 4.2,4.8 and 4.9). Let rc be a hyperplane 
not containing X. We project from X the quadric Q over n and we get in rc a set of type 
(1, q/z 4 + 111. 
Example 2.12. Let GF(q,) 
a (0, 1, q1 + l),-type set 
a (4--4i,4,4+ l)i-type set. 
be a subfield of GF(q). Then K=PG(N, ql) is 
in PG(N, q) and therefore H=PG(N, q)-K is 
In a similar way (with respect to lines) we define the characters, the class, the type of 
a subset K in PG(N, q) with respect to subspaces of finite dimension d of PG(N, q) and 
we can obtain results similar to the previous ones. 
3. Results about subsets of an affine space AG(IN, q) 
Let AG(N, q) be an affine space of countable dimension over a Galois field GF(q), 
q=ph, p a prime. By well-known results (see [6,7]) and taking into account that 
Theorem 2.1 holds also for affine spaces (see [2]) we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. In AG(N, q) a l-character set is either 8 or AG(N, q). In AG(N, q) there 
are no blocking sets with respect to lines. Every subset K has either injinitely many 
exterior lines or infinitely many lines that are contained in K. Any 2-character set 
consists either of a unique point or of its complement. 
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Now we consider 3-character sets K in AG(N, q). By Theorem 3.1 we may assume 
w. 1. o. g. that t, # 0. We have the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let K be a 3-character set in AG(N, q) with t,#O then: 
(1) K of type (0, l,q), o K is a subspace, diflerent from a point. 
(2) K of type (0, q - 1, q)l o K is the complement of a subspace, diflerent from a point. 
(3) K of type (0, n,q),, 2<n<q-2 o K consists of n parallel hyperplanes. 
(4) K of type (1,2, q)l, q > 4 0 K consists of two nonparallel hyperplanes. 
(5) K of type (1,3,q),, q> 5 o K consists of three hyperplanes of a proper pencil. 
(6) (2,3, q)I-type sets do not exist. 
Theorem 3.3 states a recent result of Blokhuis and Mazzocca [l]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let K be a set of an afine Galois space AG(r, q), ra2, q=ph, p a prime 
and assume that every intersecting line meets K in a constant nonzero modulo p number 
cofpoints. Thenc=l and IKl<q-p+l. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Let K be a set of points of AG(N,q) and assume that every intersecting 
line meets K in a constant nonzero modulo p number c of points. Then c= 1, K isjnite 
and lKl<q-p+ 1. 
We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let c be an integer incongruent to 0 modulo p and let K be a subset of 
AG(N, q). If the number of nonexterior lines to K meeting K in a number of points 
incongruent to c modulo p its finite, then K is finite. It follows that if K is injinite the 
number of such lines is infinite. 
Proof. Let PG(N,q) be the projective space associated to AG(N,q). In PG(N,q) the 
space spanned by the lines meeting K in a number of points incongruent to c modulo 
p obviously is a finite-dimensional subspace Sd=PG(d, q). Let T be a space com- 
plementary to Sd. Every subspace which covers T meets S, in a unique point. 
Conversely, Tand every point of Sd span a subspace which covers T. It follows that the 
number of such spaces is Ct,,qi; moreover, the union of the spaces which cover 
T coincides with PG(N, q). Let R be a subspace which covers T. Every line of R meets 
K in a number of points which is congruent to c modulo p, therefore 1 K n R 1 Q q - 1 
(see Theorem 3.4). By previous argument we get ) K 1 <q’+‘, so the theorem is 
proved. Cl 
As a corollary of the previous theorem we have the following result. 
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Theorem 3.6. Let K be an infinite set in AG(N, q), q even. Then the set of nonexterior 
lines which meet K in an even number of points is infinite. 
We remark that in AG(N, q), q even, the number of lines meeting K in an odd 
number of points may be finite. For instance, if K is the union of two parallel 
hyperplanes, every nonexterior line meets K in an even number of points. 
In a similar way (with respect to lines), we consider the subsets of AG(N, q) 
with respect to subspaces of finite dimension d and we get results similar to the 
previous ones. 
4. Sets of class [O,l,n,q+l]l in PG(N,q), q>2 
In this section we consider the sets of class [0, 1, n, q + l] I in PG(N, q), with 2 <n <q. 
If t,=O such a set is a subspace of PG(N, q). Therefore, we consider the case t, #O. 
Such a set will also be called an (n)-variety. If n=q, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Every set H of class [O, 1, q, q + l] 1 with t, # 0, is one of the two following 
examples: 
(1) There is an m-tuple of subspaces (S’, S2, . . . , Sm) in PG(N, q), with S’cS’+‘, 
t=l,2 ,..., m-1,and 
(a) m=21 * H=Uf=,(S2i-S2i-1), 
(b) m=21+1 =z. H=(~f=,(S2i+1-S2i))uS1 
(2) There is a sequence of subspaces (St},,, in PG(N, q) with S’CS’+~ and 
(3) H=~,Y_I(S2i-SZi-1). 
In view of Theorem 4.1 we may assume that 2 < n < q - 1. Moreover by previous 
results (see Section 2) we may assume, besides t, # 0, tl #O and to + t,+ 1 # 0. That is, 
the (n)-variety H is either of type (0, 1, n), , (1, n, q + 1)r or (0, 1, n, q + l)l. 
A point of H is singular if there is no n-secant through it. The (n)-variety H is regular 
if through each nonsingular point of H the union either of tangent or of belonging 
lines to H is a hyperplane. We easily prove Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 4.2. If a (n)-variety H is singular, the set V of its singular points is a subspace 
of PG(N, q) and H is a cone projecting from V a nonsingular (n)-variety H’ of a 
subspace W complementary with respect to V. Moreover, H’ is regular if and only if H is 
regular. 
The quadrics and the hermitian varieties are examples of regular (2)-varieties and 
(n)-varieties (n = & + l), respectively. Intersections of quadrics are examples of non- 
regular (2)-varieties. 
We now explain some preliminaries in order to deepen the study of (n)-varieties. 
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We denote by Q,, the d-dimensional subspace of PG(N, q) spanned by the base 
points 00, 01, . . . , Od. Clearly, 
!2dcsZd+1 and dgO Qd = PG(N 4). 
We prove the following theorem. 
(4.1) 
Theorem 4.3. Let H be a subset of PG(N, q) such that there is a strictly increasing 
sequence of positive integer {d,}seN such that, for every positive integer s, H nfids is 
a quadric (or a hermitian variety or a hyperplane). Then H is a quadric (or a hermitian 
variety or a hyperplane). 
Proof. Let us prove the theorem under the hypothesis that H n !& is a quadric, VSE N. 
Other cases can be treated in a similar way. For any i, je N with i <j, let d, the smallest 
element of the sequence {ds}sEN such that i <j < d,. Consider the quadric H n C&. In its 
equation the common multiplicative factor of the nonzero coefficients is chosen in 
such a way that the first of them (in the natural order of indices) is 1. Then the 
equation of H nQ,F becomes 
0-6 
1 ahkxhxk = 0. 
hSk 
(4.2) 
Since id j < d,, the element aij in previous equation is fixed. We remark that for any 
d, > d, the equation of the quadric H n Qd, (once we fix the common multiplicative 
factor of its coefficients as explained above) is the following: 
O,ds 
1 akkXhXk=& 
h<k 
with & = a,&, for h d k Cd,, Since HA Q& = (H f-J G‘,) C-‘&?&. 
Consider now the following quadric of PG(N, q): 
Ig aijXiXj=O. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
One easily shows that it coincides with H. So the theorem is proved. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let H be a nonsingular (n)-variety ofPG(N, q), and let Sd be a subspace of 
jinite dimension d such that H n Sd is a nonsingular (n)-variety of sd. Then there is an 
Sd’ with either d’=d+ 1 or d’=d+2 such that SdCSd’ and HnS,, is a nonsingular 
(n)-variety. It follows that there is a sequence of subspaces offinite dimension (if we chose 
the Sd as an n-secant line to H), say (Sdi}isN, such that, for any iEN we have: 
(l) Sd,CSd,+i> dl=l, di<di+1~di+2. 
(2) H n s,& is a n0nSingulf.U (n)-Variety Of sdi. 
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Proof. Let us consider an &+ 1 through S,,. H n S d+ I is an @)-variety. If it is nonsingu- 
lar, the theorem is proved. If it is singular, it is necessarily a cone with vertex space 
a point VES,, r -Sd (since H nS,, is nonsingular in S,,). Let 1 be a n-secant line of 
H through V. This line does exist since V is a nonsingular point of H. The &,+ 2 joining 
Sd+ 1 and 1 meets H in an (n)-variety. We now assume that it is nonsingular. If H n S,, 2 
is singular in Sd + 2, its vertex space W is not a line (otherwise WnSd+ 1 = V, whence 
Vis a singular point in H n Sd + *, a contradiction, since through V there is the n-secant 
line 1 of H n Sd + 2). Therefore, W is a point of Sd + 2 - Sd + 1, here H n Sd + 1 is nonsingu- 
lar in Sd + i (see 4.2), a contradiction. Therefore, the theorem is proved. q 
Let us now prove the following characterization of quadrics in PG(N, q), based on 
Tallini’s results [3,4]. 
Theorem 4.5. In PG(N, q), q odd, let H be a (2)-variety such that there is a sequence of 
finite-dimensional spaces {Sdi}i.N, with respect to which, VieN, 
(1) Sdi~Sdi+l, UieNSdi=‘G(‘, q), 
(2) IHnS,iI~8,,-,=C%i~~q”. 
Then H is either a quadric (singular or not) or the union of a hyperplane and a subspace. 
Proof. Without loss of generality (choosing in a suitable way the reference system in 
PG(N,q)) &EN, Sdi=SZdi. Here ViEN, JHnO,iI~gdi_l, whence, by [4], HnQdi is 
either a quadric (singular or not) or the union of a hyperplane and a subspace (not 
lying on the hyperplane). If for any i E N, H n C& belongs to the second case, then we 
prove, by Theorem 4.3, that H is the union of a hyperplane and a subspace (not lying 
on the hyperplane) of PG(N, q). If an indexj exists, such that Hn Qj does not contain 
hyperplanes and therefore it is a quadric, obviously for any i>j, H nSZdi does not 
contain hyperplanes and therefore it is a quadric of sZdi. By Theorem 4.3 it follows that 
H is a quadric of PG(N, q) (singular or not). So the theorem is proved. 0 
Let us now prove the following characterization of hermitian varieties in PG(N, q) 
based on Tallini Scafati’s results [l 11. 
Theorem 4.6. In PG(N, q) let H be an (n)-variety, with 3 <n < q - 1 and n # q/2 + 1, not 
containing external lines, that is of type (1, n, q + 1)i. Then H is either a hermitian variety 
(singular or not) or consists of n hyperplanes of a pencil, or it is a cone projecting from 
a space V of codimension 2, a hermitian arc of a plane skew to V. 
Proof. By [l l] and by Theorem 4.2, the theorem follows if H is singular with a vertex 
space of finite codimension. Let us now prove the theorem in the case that H is 
nonsingular. Once this is proved, the general theorem follows by Theorem 4.2. By 
Theorem 4.3 there is a subspace S3 such that H nS, is a nonsingular (n)-variety. Let 
Q,, be a fixed fundamental space containing S3. By [l 11, H n .Qdz is a hermitian variety 
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of sZd, (since Q,, contains the S3 such that H n S3 is nonsingular). It follows that for any 
d > d’, H n !& is a hermitian variety. The theorem then follows by Theorem 4.3. 0 
Like in previous theorems and by [8, lo] one can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. In PC@, q) every regular and nonsingular [0, 1, n, q + l] i-set is a nonsin- 
gular quadric or a nonsingular hermitian variety. 
Let H be a (n)-variety in PG(N, q). A point X$H is called the nucleus of H if every 
line through X is tangent to H. 
Theorem 4.8. If H has a nucleus, then q is even and n = 2. 
Proof. Let X be a nucleus of H and denote by s an n-secant of H. The plane rr spanned 
by X and s, meets H in a (q + 1)-set H’, which cannot be a line (since s is an n-secant of 
H’). Moreover, H’ has exterior lines (since through every point YES-H’ there is at 
least one exterior lines of H’, otherwise 1 H’( 2 q + n). Therefore, H’ is of type (0, 1, n)l in 
rc. For PEH’ we denote by a the number of tangents of H’ through P in n. We get 
IH’I=q+l=(q+l-q)(n-l)+l, (4.5) 
whence 
(q+ 1 -a)(n-l)=q. (4.6) 
It follows that, if n > 2, n is congruent to 1 modulo p. Thus, if n > 2, by Theorem 3.3 it 
follows that 1 H’I <q - 1, a contradiction. Therefore, n = 2 and H’ is a (q + l)-arc having 
X as nucleus, in particular q is even. So the theorem is proved. 0 
Theorem 4.9. If H has some nucleus, then 
(1) H nonsingular o the nucleus is unique. 
If H is singular, the set of nuclei is a subspace, which covers the singular space V of H. 
Proof. The theorem immediately follows if we prove the following assertions: 
(1) If H has two nuclei, then H is singular. 
(2) If H is singular, then every line 1 joining a nucleus to a singular point Z is such 
that 1 -Z consists entirely of nuclei. 
Let us prove (1). Let X, Y be two nuclei of H. The line l= X Y meets H at a point Z. 
Let TE H - Z. The plane ?t spanned by 1 and T meets H in a (q + l)-set. Since n = 2, the 
set H n 71 is either a (q + 1)-arc or a line through Z. But H n 7c cannot be a (q + l)-arc 
since it has two distinct nuclei X and Y, so it is a line through Z. Therefore TZ c H, i.e. 
Z is a singular point of H. 
Let us prove (2). Let X be a nucleus of H, Z a singular point of H and define I= XZ. 
Consider a point Y of 1 -Z. Any plane rt through 1 meets H in a (q + l)-set (since X is 
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a nucleus of H n rc), which is a line through Z (since Z is a singular point of H). It 
follows that every line through Y is tangent to H; thus, (2) is proved. 0 
We remark that in PG(N, q), q even, two kinds 
quadrics having a nucleus, for instance, the quadric 
of nonsingular quadrics exist: 
(4.7) 
and quadrics without nucleus, for instance, the quadric 
f -00 x2sx2s+ 1- 
s=o 
(4.8) 
At last we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.10. Any nonsingular (n)-variety H in PG(N, q) having a nucleus is a nonsin- 
gular quadric having nucleus and q is even. 
Proof. By Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 we have n = 2 and q even. Moreover, the nucleus N is 
unique and every subspace Sd = PG(d, q), through the nucleus, meets H either in an 
Sd_ 1 or in a (2)-variety H’, with / H’I = Od_ 1. By [4], we infer that 
(1) A nonsingular (2)-variety in PG(d, q), d 23, having a nucleus is a nonsingular 
quadric of an even-dimensional space (d = 2s), with q even. 
Since H is nonsingular, by Theorem 4.4, we get that there is an Sq=PG(4, q) 
meeting H in a nonsingular (2)-variety. Let Q, be a fundamental space containing S4 
and N. The point N is a nucleus of H’ = H n Q,, and therefore this variety is either 
nonsingular, and then, by (l), it is a quadric, or it is singular. In this case H’ is a cone 
projecting from a v-dimensional vertex space S, a nonsingular (2)-variety with a nu- 
cleus of an S, _ v _ 1 skew to S, (see Theorem 4.2). Moreover, it is m -v - 12 4 (since S4 
is skew to S, and therefore S, _ v _ 1 can be chosen through S,). So by (l), H’ n S, _ v _ 1 
is a nonsingular quadric and therefore H’ = H n 52, is a quadric. Therefore, in any case 
H’ is a quadric. For any d 3 m, by similar arguments, we get that H n R, is a quadric. 
By Theorem 4.3 the proof follows. 0 
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